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the farm screen is where you can access your farm. on the top left of the screen is your farm
stats. from left to right, the top row shows your profit, fertilizer, herb and plant amounts. the

first column shows the time remaining until harvest. the second shows the time remaining until
the next fertilizer or herb planting. the third shows the amount of money you have spent on

fertilizer, herb and plant seeds. watching a small girl get hit in the head with a metal pole and
then fall to her knees and lose consciousness - while screaming in pain - makes me sick. i'm

glad that big farm: mobile harvest doesn't allow people to harm or push others around. it's nice
to see a game that tries to be realistic. it would have been nice if the game had more animal

and more realistic features. as it is, you will just have to keep your eyes open to see what
happens, but the game is a great pick for a lazy day. big farm: mobile harvest is a game that

you can play for free. the game is about building a farm in the countryside. it has four different
crops and two animals. you can also have different animals. the game is good for the whole

family. there are also different missions in the game. the game also has a lot of obstacles, so
you have to be very careful in the game. the game has a lot of fun and it also takes a lot of fun.

if you are looking for fun game that you can play for free, you should try the game. big farm:
mobile harvest is a game that you can play for free. there are a lot of things in the game. you
can build your own farm, you can grow crops in the game, the game is also interesting to play

because there are different types of obstacles that you have to deal with. the game is also a lot
of fun. it is good for all the family. you can play the game for free. the game has a lot of fun

and it is also interesting to play. if you are looking for fun game that you can play for free, you
should try the game.
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In the valley, the economy
demands a self-sufficient life,
but the legacy of the Golden
State invites the big dreams.

The Resnicks work in the thick
of the contradictions, locked in
an odd place where theyre far
away from butts and presses.

LA is the most ethnically
diverse city in the country, a

place where culinary traditions
are as varied as they are hot.
Its also a city of extremes: full
of braggarts and cowboys, but
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also the technocrats and the
visionaries. Its a place where
you want to live, but also a
place where you want to

escape. (BEGIN VIDEOTAPE)
VERONICA CHEN, CNN MONEY
EDITOR (voice-over): Started in
1980 by a couple of engineers,

SolarWindsis a rugged but
premium-priced IT

management software
company with clients including
70 percent of the Fortune 500.

Its sales are growing 30
percent a year, with 65 percent
of that growth coming from a
new consumer base. In the
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heart of Silicon Valley, the
company was working on
developing software to

manage legacy applications. It
released one of its flagship
programs, which had gone

online in July. The virus-
infected version crashed

computer systems and slowed
some systems to a crawl. The
company notified customers
whose systems were affected
with phone calls, e-mails and

customer service
representatives. The company

says it has detected no
attempts to log into customers
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systems. But Ron Sowell is not
sure that means much. Its not

uncommon for cyber-virus
hackers to remotely access a

computer to see if its
vulnerable, so they could then
use it to spread a virus or steal

information. UNIDENTIFIED
MALE: Are you saying that a

virus was put in place
intentionally on purpose to do

nothing but cause trouble?
CHEN: SolarWinds was one of

four hacked last week, and the
others targeted IT systems at

healthcare providers. A
spokesman says the company
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is investigating the attacks and
is cooperating with the FBI.
David McGee of the SANS

institute says businesses are
mostly protected by firewalls,
the software that blocks the
Internet from entering your

company. Most hackers look to
software products and systems

to steal data. But, because
theyre mainly used by tech-
savvy users, SANS says the

attacks on healthcare
providers were mostly for the

purpose of making money.
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Whats

the worst-case scenario for the
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hackers? CHEN: Its not so
much the companies that they

want to get rid of, but the
thousands of patient records

they could get access to.
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